RV PROFILE
VISTA RV CROSSOVER TVK

SPANNING

Boundaries
Open up your touring options with an RV that can double as onroad tourer and off-road adventurer

ometimes in life we want to do
it all, and sometimes we can.
While you might be desperate
to get to some of the most isolated touring locations on the
RV map, your travelling companions may
be just as happy cruising the Great Ocean
Road. The key to a successful RV trip is
to be versatile and flexible. The TVK from

S

Vista RV Crossover is a great example of
an RV that is capable in both on-road and
off-road scenarios, as the name implies,
and is a real workhorse that’s capable
of keeping even the most fastidious of
campers satisfied.
By utilising a number of composite materials, the team at Vista RV Crossover has
managed to create a durable and compact

shell that’s ready to tackle any RV adventure, while providing all of the comfort
you could need on any trip. They have
also managed to couple this with their MS
series suspension, which has 330mm of
travel, ready to take on the weight of your
travelling gear while remaining smooth
and confident, no matter how arduous the
conditions you’re travelling on are.
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One of the advantages of travelling with the TVK is its towing mannerisms. By packing
down to a small size, the TVK can be towed behind a range of vehicles while remaining hardly noticeable to the driver. Coupled with the Vista RV Crossover suspension
system, it’s a great choice for extended trips over rugged terrain.

An awning keeps the sun off you,
which is great for summer travel. The
main access door is located on the
side and folds right back onto the body
of the van, to ensure it doesn’t get in
the way of the activities that are sure
to occur around the area.

EXTERNAL FEATURES
FRAME CONSTRUCTION: Jig assembled and hot
dip galvanised
OUTER SKIN: Fibreglass, composite materials
and pressed sheet metal inserts
INSULATION: Vacuum-pressed side panelling
with additional layers
WATER TANKS: 87L
WHEELS: 16 x 8 white six stud
AWNING: Yes, off side of van
BOOT(S): Extensive internal and external load
provisions
GAS CYLINDER SIZE/S: Two 4.5kg gas bottle holders
HOT WATER: No
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM: Battery with charging
circuit, 240V inlet and four internal outlets,
two external 12V outlets
GENERATOR: N/A
The front end of the TVK looks as much
like a fighter jet as it does an RV. Further
storage boxes are included to carry the
bulkier goods that may not fit inside the
van or in your tow vehicle while travelling, and a hatch is included on the roof.
The hatch is a further extension of the
mosquito netting element of the design,
and ensures nobody overheats while trying to sleep at night.
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The internal area of the TVK is well appointed
with a utilitarian feel to it and aimed at actionoriented travellers. By offering everything
an RVer could need without adding any
unnecessary gear, Vista RV Crossover has
managed to produce an interior that can
withstand very heavy conditions. Great if
you’re looking to get off the beaten track!

www.caravanandmotorhome.com.au
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INTERNAL FEATURES
FRIDGE: N/A
SINK: Stainless steel
COOKING EQUIPMENT: Two-burner gas stove
HEATING/COOLING: Roof-top vent, zip-down
canvas around expanding roof line for air flow through
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM: N/A
LIGHTING: 12V interior lighting
CABINETRY: Timber finish
LOUNGE: Dinette style with table
SWIVEL SEATS: N/A
SLEEPING CONFIGURATION: Queen mattress –
sleeps two
BERTHS: Two
MAIN BED: Queen bed
PRIVACY SCREENS: Yes – front door and at roof
expansion area
BATHROOM CONFIGURATION: N/A
PRIVACY DOOR: Yes – front door
TOILET: N/A
SHOWER HEAD: N/A

A table provides a good space to eat your meals or relax if the weather turns bad outside. Note the polyester headlining that acts as an insulator and keeps condensation at
bay. It’s features like this that really mean the TVK is ready for harsh conditions found
in the more remote spots around Australia.

To ensure there is plenty of internal
space once the Crossover is parked,
the roof lifts on gas struts. Mesh
screening ensures the mosquitoes
are kept out, yet the breeze is kept in
thanks to the material’s breathable
nature. You can also see here a solar
panel and sizable external storage
compartments that are included as
standard to make the TVK feel just
like home.

The circuit breaker, fuses and other electrical componentry are housed in this secure
space behind a closed door. Electricals are paramount in the running of any RV, so it is
of vital importance to have them housed in a secure location such as the spot the team
opted for on the TVK.

www.caravanandmotorhome.com.au
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The kitchen slides out from the side of the
van’s body. The key with the TVK is in its
design. Compact in space allowances, the
team at Vista RV Crossover has more than
provided for the needs of any traveller, by
utilising the external space on the TVK as efficiently as possible. A two-burner gas stove
and a stainless steel sink make preparing
meals easy and the whole set-up can slide
straight back into the van when not in use.

UNIQUE SELLING POINTS
•
•
•
•
•

MS SUSPENSION SYSTEM
STRONG COMPOSITE BODY
CONVERTIBLE DINETTE
HIGH LEVEL OF OFF-ROAD ABILITY
LIFT-UP ROOF

TECHNICAL SPECS
MAKE/MODEL: Vista RV Crossover TVK
EXTERNAL BODY LENGTH: 4500mm
EXTERNAL WIDTH: 1900mm
EXTERNAL HEIGHT: 2080mm
TARE WEIGHT: 1055kg
BALL WEIGHT: 170kg
ATM: 1600kg
RRP: Starting from $50,800

The TVK is constructed from a composite of materials designed to provide plenty of resistance to the harsh
nature of off-road travel. Pop rivets
are used to reinforce the construction
of the outer shell. As space runs at a
premium in such a compact unit, you
can also see that Vista RV Crossover
has designed plenty of external compartments to house all the running
gear of the RV.
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The underbody is where the TVK really shines. Constructed with the avid
outback tourer in mind, all of the componentry has been thoroughly tested
and constructed to ensure there are no
unexpected breakdowns in the middle
of nowhere. The Vista RV Crossover
suspension system is at the heart of it
all, providing a smooth and safe ride
for the van regardless of how rough
the roads get.
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SAVE
$500!

Special
Offer

Contact Loraine and Louis at Vista
RV and mention this Caravan and
Motorhome special offer when ordering
your new Crossover TVK, to receive
a free Coleman hot water on demand
system, normally valued at $500!
Offer only valid until 11/2/2012.
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LAYOUT KEY
1. Bed (extends over
dinette when in use)
2. Dinette (converts to
bed when not in use)

3. Cabinets and
electrical housing
4. Galva-bond shelf

FOR MORE INFORMATION
VISTA RV CROSSOVER
PH: (03) 9729 1234
WEB: www.vistarv.com.au
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